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shaped one. Thing is, what is there to say about Egypt other than “FUCK”? The 

army’s hit a great big “undo” button on the 2011 revolution — last we heard as we 

were writing this, Mubarak was home, and it looked increasingly like they were going 

to put him back in power, thereby allowing them to pretend that absolutely nothing 

happened in the last two years except that several million people are dead and 

buildings destroyed and infrastructure and God knows what. It’s all intensely 

dispiriting, not least because the army have carefully manipulated the Egyptian 

people themselves into cheerfully undoing their own revolution and re-accepting their 

original oppression. It’s essentially what the Republican party have tried to do for the 

past four years. So no article on Egypt, because it’s too depressing. There wasn’t 

going to be one about Syria either until David Cameron decided to press the issue 

and got sarin gas all over his face. Metaphorical sarin gas. We wouldn't wish the real 

stuff even on him. Honest. 

There’s an elephant in the room in this contents page, a great big Arab Spring 
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LIVING COLOUR 
A confessed murderer walks free 
because the law sees him as innocent. 
Thank god racism is dead, or this might 
be worrying. 
Words: Thierry Henry Thoreau 
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W 
hy we’re shit, part 29499: we genuinely believed the Zimmerman trial was a formality, 

based on the fact that he confessed to shooting Trayvon Martin. Somehow we conflated 

this in our heads with a plea of guilty. In fairness to us, that’s because, in most places, 

actively confessing to murder generally does amount to a plea of guilty. We forgot this was 

Florida. 

Take a deep breath 

before reading further, 

because it’s Unfortunate 

Truth time. The verdict 

was, in pure legal terms, 

actually perfectly justified. 

Under Florida law. 

Because Florida law 

includes the “Stand Your 

Ground” get-out-of-jail-

free card which means 

it’s not murder if you can 

prove the other guy 

started it — or just prove 

that it’s not impossible 

that the other guy started 

it. Essentially, it extends 

t h e  c o n c e p t  o f 

“reasonable doubt” to 

encompass the very 

existence of the crime in 

the first place. And there 

was reasonable doubt to 

the fact that Trayvon 

threw the first punch — 

albeit at a man who had 

been stalking him with a 

gun all night, but that 

part isn’t relevant to the 

Stand Your Ground law and therefore doesn’t affect the verdict. The upshot remains that an admitted 

killer walks free because the defence can’t prove he started it. It’s playground logic, and writ hideously, 

tragically large, but logic nonetheless, and under it, a “not guilty” verdict is justified. It’s Florida that’s the 

problem, not the trial. 

A 
nd in a wider sense, America. A murder isn’t generally not a political issue. Except when it was 

racially motivated, and especially when the President happens to be A Black. And that’s why, 

when a confessed murderer walked entirely free from the courtroom, voices all over the right-

wing spectrum actively cheered. Many of them explicitly egged on the African-American 

community to riot and smash things as they did after the almost equally monstrous “Rodney King 

deserved to be beaten because He A Black” verdict, thus proving that they were feral monsters all along. 

Fortunately, that never happened. The inevitable protests passed off peacefully, with little or no instances 

of major property damage caused by huge black bucks unstoppably raping pure white women with their 

glistening obsidian skin lit by the flames engulfing the homes of the god-fearing whites whose judgement 

day at the hands of thousands of demonic man-apes has finally, inevitably come. So that was 

Dead kid of whom it can’t be proven beyond a reasonable doubt he didn’t deserve to die, ergo 
wasn’t murdered, yesterday. 
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disappointing. 

But hey, at least their boy got off scott-free! Apart from being a social pariah for the rest of his life, of course, 

but that’s still a pretty light sentence for the premeditated murder of a 17-year old boy. As a bonus, he’s not 

even properly white — he’s a spic with a Jewish name or something, the point is that under the one-drop 

rule he’s not a total whitey, so his non-crime doesn’t reflect at all on the white race, and they can’t possibly 

be racists themselves despite 

cheerleading a racially 

motivated murder. 

Of course, the real issue is that 

if Obama had a son, he would 

look like Trayvon. Because 

he’s black. For the sociopathic 

likes of Ted Nugent, Pam 

Geller and Rush Limbaugh—

the people the American right 

employ as spokespeople these 

days, after thirty years of post-

Nixon  rh e to r i ca l  an d 

intellectual decay—a black 

man (well, almost), getting 

murdered by an off-white man 

is the perfect template to 

project their masturbatory 

fantasies of that nigger in the 

white house getting what’s 

coming to him for basically 

doing everything they want 

but with the wrong skin. I 

mean, they had been using 

Eric Holder as a proxy, but it 

wasn’t the same. Especially 

since they’d given us Ashcroft 

and Gonzales — the former a 

s a d o m a s o c h i s t i c 

fundamentalist, the latter an unreconstructed Grand Inquisitor — who can’t help but make Holder look like 

small beans by comparison. 

A 
s usual, it was Rush, the GOP’s frontline propagandist, who got the ball rolling. On his shit and 

awful fake-award-winning radio show the day after the verdict, he explicitly tied it in with party 

politics for the first time. He categorised the acquittal of a confessed killer as an “interruption in a 

string of victories” for the faceless, unspecific mass of “Liberals” that to him represent the enemy. 

Essentially he elevated a huge and obvious miscarriage of justice into a landmark for social progress, on a 

par with the Civil Rights act or something. So a productive day for Rush. 

But Rush spreading hate speech on his cunt’s distraction is one thing. He has the excuse of being “an 

entertainer” (albeit an entertainer whose entertainment doubles as propaganda for recessive, bigoted, 

oppressive cocksmokers). For, say, Steve King, representative for Iowa-4, it’s a different story. King 

appeared on guess which news network shortly after the acquittal, baldly stating that Zimmerman should 

never have been charged in the first place — as indeed he wasn’t at first. Then the US Department of Justice 

Egg-shaped Oz background character and definitely not a murdering piece of shit who 
should be sitting in a box hoping his cellmate Chris Keller doesn’t wake up, yesterday. 
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got wind of it and raised the question of maybe some laws might have been broken? That was what got the 

case national notice, turned it into a cause celebre, and eventually got Obama to weigh in with the calls for 

a federal investigation of some kind (which is still ongoing). The ironically surnamed King, and his 

ideological allies, twisted this course of events into Obama leaping into the fray after Zimmerman’s 

(entirely justified) killing of a teenager and turning it into a political issue, when really it was just an 

ordinary, everyday racially motivated murder. That they are clearly the ones making it a political issue is 

almost the point; it’s one of Karl Rove’s favourite manoeuvres: do something terrible and/or stupid, then 

accuse the other guys of doing it. It works. 

They’re always careful to pay lip service to the Martin family, of course; “my heart obviously goes out to 

Trayvon’s parents who have to suffer this constant media intrusion on top of the death of their son...” 

death, not murder, obviously; a passive action rather than an active one. They’re lying through their teeth, 

of course; they couldn’t give a fuck about Trayvon as a human being, nor indeed as a murder victim except 

in that his murderer was white (ish). If their hearts really did go out to the Martins — and we’re giving 

them the benefit of assuming they have hearts in the first place here — they wouldn’t bring it up at all, let 

alone advocate on behalf of his fucking murderer. 

When a white guy — 

visiting Aussie baseball 

player Chris Lane — was 

murdered  by  three 

teenagers, two of whom 

were black, the right-wing 

media had a field day, 

shrieking about how the 

media, of which they were 

apparently not a part, 

“ W H Y  D O E S N ’ T 

A N Y O N E  C A R E 

ABOUT THIS WHITE 

G U Y  W H O  W A S 

KILLED BY THREE 

BLACK YOUTHS”, tears 

streaming down its 

collective face as it gallantly pointed out the final proof of anti-white racism in the American media, 

bravely applying the one-drop rule yet again to prove the white one was actually black. Meanwhile, poor 

Chris Lane is still dead, the victim of three absolute wankers whose skin colour is as unimportant as his 

own as far as the crime itself is concerned. Unlike Travyon, he wasn’t murdered because of his race; he was 

murdered because three kids were bored and he was in the wrong place at the wrong time. 

And to think people still turn their nose up at (the brilliant) film Crash, just because it dares to be about 

prejudice. Like we need to be told not to be racist! There’s no such thing as prejudice anymore, you stupid 

patronising Hollywood liberals! 

Shortly before this magazine “went to press”, it was the 50th anniversary of Martin Luther King’s dream. 

He seemed to genuinely believe it might one day come true. Short of some space aliens coming down and 

dyeing everyone the same colour (whatever colour) overnight, it doesn’t seem like it’s ever going to 

happen. 

Three murdering fuckwads, all of whom are black no matter what your lying eyes say, who 
obviously struck the first blow in the coming Turner Diaries race war yesterday. 
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Don’t you just love being in control? 
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Don’t you just love being in control? 

Too late to give a fuck now, bitches 
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CUI BONO 
Iain Duncan Smith may have failed to become 
Prime Minister, but he’s successfully making 
life a grinding, painful mess for millions up 
and down his country anyway. Good for him. 

Words: Sampford Courtenay 
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T 
his past month shouldn’t have been called “August”. It should have been called For Your 

Consideration: Iain Duncan Smith for Cunt of the Year 2013. This was the month the bald-

headed failure’s “reforms” to the benefit system, reforms so important he actively turned down 

a promotion to the Justice Department in the last reshuffle, really started to kick in. Disability 

Living Allowance is to be replaced with Personal Independence Credit, means-tested to within an inch 

of its life — if you have at least one limb, you probably don’t qualify. The bedroom tax survived an 

assault from reasonable human beings, sadly; if you’re not familiar, it’s not actually a tax per se 

(although it all goes down the same hole), it’s a penalty for daring to own a house with more rooms 

than people living in it, like some kind of selfish room-hoarding cunt. Universal Credit is still 

supposedly on its way, although the logistical mistakes have pushed it well beyond the next election, 

which the Tories fortunately aren’t expected to win (the trouble is, neither are anyone else at this point). 

And the introduction of stronger penalties for anyone caught looking for work in slightly the wrong 

way, which caught a 2SUNS staffer out this month. 

Under his current agreement, said staffer has to actively look for work via the Universal Jobmatch site 

(which is actually quite good) five times a week, and note down on the “activity history” page that they 

did so on each occasion, where it doesn’t do it automatically. For the last week of July, they did the 

former — actively applying for a couple of jobs — but overlooked the latter, for which the DWP docked 

them their benefit for the month. Actually, they said it was for the fortnight, but the way the process 

works is that the lying bastard 

gets kicked off benefit altogether 

and then has to actively rejoin 

the entire system, which 

effectively meant missing 

another signing week, and 

therefore losing a whole month 

of benefits, amounting to over 

£300. A £300+ fine for doing 

exactly what they wanted 

slightly badly. Not to pretend he 

didn’t make a mistake, but not 

that expensive of a mistake. 

What’s more, if he does it again, 

he’s off for 13 weeks. The 

sanctions system has existed for 

years, obviously, and rightly, 

because if a system exists, people 

will try and abuse it (cf: all 

Governments anywhere ever). 

But it took Iain Duncan Smith, 

the British Brendan Nelson, to 

transform it from a harsh but 

almost fair regulatory and 

punitive framework into a 

terrifying work of dystopian 

satire. Fortunately for our 

staffer, he had sufficient savings 
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in his bank to survive, but if he hadn’t, if all he had was 50p and a pickled onion, and the fortnightly 

benefits to keep him in ready meals and basic accommodation, the rules would still have applied: for 

one unfortunate but minor oversight, he would have lost his only income for an entire month. 

Iain Duncan Smith doesn’t care. Iain Duncan Smith doesn’t even get it. But Iain Duncan Smith 

doesn’t care that he doesn’t get it. Fortunately for Iain Duncan Smith, that is. Not so much for the rest 

of us. Not that Iain Duncan Smith has any conception of the rest of us. 

I 
t’s genuinely quite dizzying to think that less than a decade ago, this dot-eyed, shiny-domed literal 

fascist was the Leader of the Opposition. He could have been Prime Minister by now, if it wasn’t 

for that unfortunate lack of a personality or competence or likability or electable policies or 

support within his own party, which had already lost two consecutive elections by historic 

landslides and would almost certainly have been faced with another in 2005 if they hadn’t thrown him 

on his arse and promptly changed the leadership election rules to stop it ever happening again. He’d 

got there on the back of grassroots, far-right party members living in safe Tory seats in Oxfordshire and 

the like, who hated Europe, fags and taxes, couldn’t care less about anything else, and were newly 

empowered by the revised one-member-one-vote rules John Major instituted to find his successor. The 

first attempt had brought forth William Hague, by much the same  means; after IDS, they immediately 

restricted the voting rights back to the professionals — i.e. the MPs. That’s how much of a disaster he 

was as a leader. 

The DWP posting is much more his cup of tea. Here he wields absolute power over millions of people, 

with the only caveat that in order to keep this job, he has to reduce those millions, preferably into the 

thousands. In addition, these people are (to him) worthless malingering poors who leech off the system 

and drain the country’s coffers of money desperately needed by the Government to do fuck alone 

knows what. Make up for all the tax cuts on the obscenely wealthy, maybe. The upshot is, it’s both 

easy and, to a snake like IDS, morally justified, to make victims of the people under his purview, with 

no thought whatsoever given to the fact that most of them already are victims — or disadvantaged, to 

use a less loaded word — particularly the disabled, who now face means testing to keep their benefits 

of a satirically totalitarian standard. A blind, deaf, limbless man with cerebral palsy who moves 

himself around using only his lip could be struck off the PIC register if he can manage to drag himself 

half a yard across the room. 

I 
t’s a particularly Tory pathology at work here: seeing the poor and disadvantaged not as people 

who might need a bit of help to get on in the world, but as adversaries who need to be forced to 

not be poor or disadvantaged at all, or die in the attempt. It links it with the Conservative ethos 

that if you’re not making it, there’s something wrong with you and only. Somehow, Tories think 

all situations are equal; probably because either they’ve lived insanely cosseted lives of unalloyed 

comfort with a safety net situated miles below anywhere they’re ever likely to be, or they’re working-

class cock-of-the-Earth douchebags who managed to make it in the capitalist system and therefore 

think anyone can and indeed should. IDS falls between the two — he’s fond of pointing out that he 

used to be on benefit, after being made redundant from some damn thing or other. However, as the 

son of a highly decorated RAF war hero and a ballerina, and the fiancé of the daughter of the 5th 

Baron Cottesloe, his situation wasn’t quite the same as that of just about anyone whose fates he 

currently holds in his crinkled little fascist’s hands. Not that he understands that. As far as he’s 

concerned, this is a war between the Government and the disadvantaged. The object of the game: to 

make sure as few people are on welfare as possible. Unfortunately for the disadvantaged, they’re 

severely outgunned. They do, however, outnumber the Government; a large part of IDS’ strategy is 

hoping they never figure that out. 
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THE LUCKY CUNT 
Two down in Australia’s  Year of the Three PMs. 
With Tony Abbott’s inevitable coronation as bell-
end in charge only a month away, we look at the 
massive mess those crazy upside-down guys 
have made of their politics. 
Words: Konstanin Jesaulenko 
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A ustralia is not like other places, and that extends to its politics. They’ve had a Prime 
Minister vanish into thin air, one entire Government fired, and another re-elected 

for no apparent reason despite polling worse than the Nazis. (Fortunately, he was 
Paul Keating, so it was a good thing). Even their equivalent of the BNP is more 

bizarre than ours: witness this year’s joke candidate Stephanie Banister, of Pauline Hanson’s 
One Nation Party, who somehow mistook Islam for a country (and, inexplicable, Nestlé for 

the same country). This year they’ve had two Prime Ministers and are about to elect a third 
(there’s less that 1% chance we’re wrong) in explicitly loathsome right-wing iguana Tony 
Abbott, former enforcer for the last right-wing PM, universally disliked (except, inexplicably, 

at elections) charisma black hole John Howard. After six years of the misspelled Labor party 
doing everything they could not to get elected again, the mis-named Liberals (in eternal 

coalition with the Nationals) simply cannot fail to win the election in a few weeks’ time. 

 

Julia Gillard, the Patchwork Girl of Oz, was PM at the start of the year. Remember her? Not 
the best PM ever, to say the least, but no-one reasonable can possibly deny that she got even 
more venom than she deserved, because she dared to call herself Prime Minister despite having 

ovaries. Her main failings were in introducing a carbon tax she said she wasn’t going to 
introduce, and essentially being in charge during the biggest global recession since the 1920s — 

which also did for her predecessor/successor, Kevin Rudd. Her closest parallel in British 
politics is Jim Callaghan. Both Labo(u)r Prime Ministers catapulted into the top job somewhat 

unexpectedly — although in Gillard’s case it was her idea all along — halfway through the 
term, during a recession, both had miniscule majorities (Gillard’s being the smallest majority 
possible in the Australian parliament) which eventually drained away to nothing, both had 

extraordinary bad luck, both managed, despite being largely well-meaning, to make all the 
wrong decisions to deal with the problems they’d inherited, got cocky, and ended up faced 

with confidence vote after confidence vote until they finally collapsed. 
 

After a year which saw Labor’s majority finally vanish altogether, and leadership spills (that’s 
the Australian term) coming along roughly once every twelve minutes, Julia Gillard finally, 
inevitably lost to Kevin Rudd and has left politics altogether. Despite not actually being that 

good at the job, we’d still rather have ten of her than any of John Howard, or Australian 
Portillo Peter Costello, or heaven forfend, Philip Ruddock, who seemed dangerously like 

Howard’s natural successor for a few minutes there in the early oughties, if only in the minds 
of one or two maniacs, and even now is about to return to the cabinet. 

 

A bbott, for his part, is the third leader his party has had in the six years since John 
Howard hilariously lost both the 2007 election and his parliamentary seat, actually 

placing them ahead of Labor in terms of not knowing what the fuck. First choice 
was Dr Brendan Nelson, who looks like a faintly seedy early-90s Saturday night 

gameshow host with a forehead you could abseil down. Despite the swaggering exterior, he 
proved to have the voice and demeanour of a frightened boy, which combined with a 

propensity for George W. Bush-style malaprops (“Peter's made his decision that he did not 
seek the leadership of the party. As I've said before, I'd be very happy if he changes his mind.”) 
failed to turn around the Liberals’ record low polling, and he was out on his arse after less than 

a year in favour of Malcolm Turnbull, who had surprisingly been narrowly beaten by Nelson 
in the initial leadership vote. 

 
It turned out that they might as well not have voted at all, as Turnbull displayed all the 

charisma of a lead bench over the course of his 15-month leadership, which was abruptly 
murdered in 2009 with the cataclysmic Kevin Rudd Carbon Pollution Reductions Bill, which 
ultimately cost both leaders their jobs; Rudd because it was a symptom of his ego spiralling out 

of control, Turnbull simply because he commanded his party to vote for it even though it was 
the other party’s idea. Party lines are more like forbidding iron fortresses in Australia — 

Brendan Nelson had enough trouble getting them to nod along with the apology to the 
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aboriginals — and for his treachery, Turnbull was subjected to a leadership spill against eerie 
Catholic boxer Tony Abbott, which Abbott ended up winning by a single vote. As a possessor of 

something no Liberal leader had sported for decades — charisma — Abbott successfully turned 
around the party’s fortunes, aided by Gillard’s increasingly butterfingered premiership, even 

allowing for the three-point handicap of being a woman — to the point where he literally cannot 
possibly lose the 2013 election. A Labor victory is seriously and genuinely impossible; their real 

ambition this year is to lose non-apocalyptically. 
 

L abor have been here before, of course; in 1993 John Hewson, 

like Abbott, was practically considered Prime Minister before 
the voting had even started, and it seemed nothing short of 

announcing a national policy of infanticide could stop him. The 
economy was fucked (not as much as it is now, but still fucked), 

Paul Keating was in charge Hewson was just lousy with plans to sort 

everything out, plans which he called “Fightback!” — exclamation mark 
included — and which consisted of several impenetrable tax reforms. 

Unfortunately (for him), it turned out to be so impenetrable even he had 

no idea what any of it meant, as became obvious in what should have 

been a fairly routine interview with ABC, which very probably cost him 
the entire election. 

 
This is unlikely to be repeated for two reasons. One, Abbott isn’t likely to 

make the same mistakes as Hewson, even though they share the same sort 
of smug Tory bell-end personality. Though the economy is doing even 
worse now than in 1993 — and Abbott’s made plenty of hay out of that, don’t you worry — he’s 

been careful to centre much of his campaign around appeals to the basic racism that is sadly 
endemic in Australia, promising to all but install gun turrets around the entire continental coast to 

pick off any and all boats that sail vaguely close. The other reason is that in 1993, Labor had Paul 
Keating, who, despite resembling a sort of sanctimonious comedy nerd, was actually a sharp, quick-

witted man who’d actually lived a life before becoming PM — born in a working-class suburb of 
Sydney, never went to University, stint as manager for the rock band “The Ramrods”, and we’re not 
making that up — and who was capable of grabbing the stick Hewson gave him with both hands and 

smacking him about the face with it. Today, they have Kevin Rudd, in his extremely brief — what is 

it, about eight to ten weeks? — second stint as Prime Minister, who with the best will in the world 

can’t be seen as more than a seat-warmer and doesn’t really have Keating’s spirit or ability to take an 
opportunity and run with it in the same way. 

 

G illard, who if nothing else is full of piss and vinegar when she needs to be, might have 
done, however, were she not staggeringly unpopular by the time Rudd edged her out. A 

year or so before the election, she was only staying afloat by comparison with Abbott; 
unpopular as she was, she was still preferable to Alan Dale playing Damien Thorn. But 

by a combination of her own incompetence and a hostile media egging on every misogynistic 
placard — this is where Kerry Packer and Rupert Murdoch got started, remember — this gradually 

eroded to the point where most Australians, when asked, decided they were sufficiently sick of her to 
express a preference for Captain Smug Bell-End in the Lodge instead of her. With Abbott’s horrid 
personality the one and only thing left that might potentially have made potential Liberal voters 

hesitate — voting is mandatory in Australia, incidentally, so these kind of strategies are a lot more of 
an exact science — a crushing defeat was now inevitable, particularly with the party’s figurehead 

being the least popular woman in Australia since She-Hitler. Her removal to be replaced by Rudd 
represents a desperate attempt by Labor to hit the “undo” button on reality itself, and even that 

won’t be enough to keep them in power. 
 
In summary then, Australia: get used to being run by Tony Abbott. Not that you need me to tell you 

that. Although many of the voters do seem to be in denial about just how right-wing he is. Relish 
your right to choose, Aussie women, because you’re not going to have it much longer. 

Bankstown’s finest, Paul 
Keating, yesterday. 
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WAR GAMES 
Stop press! Britain not invading Syria! Ed 
Miliband grows some ball-like appendages! 
John Wirstham-Harte dashes off insanely fast 
800-word article about the whole thing at last 
minute! 

A 
pologies if this article is incoherent and full of spelling mistakes, but it’s being written in a hurry shortly 

before we release the magazine into the wild. The rest of the magazine has no excuse. 

At first, it looked as though the news about the Syrian government having used chemical weapons (that we 

sold them) on its own people had picked up steam just that little bit too late. At first, it looked like we were 

about to trade one sandpit for another; pulling out of Afghanistan just in time to re-deploy in Syria. At first. Then 

something extraordinary happened: Parliament said “no”. 

The thing about Syria is that, unlike Iraq, it’s really happening. This Civil War has seen some of the most horrible 

war crimes ever committed. Whole villages wiped out, producing some of the most horrific news reports since 

Rwanda or Bosnia. Assad needs to fuck off and something needs to be done before they literally run out of people to 

slaughter. But we can’t just wade in; we did that in Kosovo and thousands of civilians died because we were so excited 

about BEING IN A WAR that we didn’t bother looking before dropping our bombs. 

This sort of thing is what the UN was created for; you know, peacekeeping. Police actions aimed at stopping wars 

without becoming belligerents themselves. Sadly, decades of compromise with self-interested idiots whining at it for 

daring to question them has left it unable to police a paddock, let alone a full-size field, and obviously the likes of 

NATO are utterly uninterested in doing so, because they’re a military alliance, not a peacekeeping operation; that’s 

for pussies. Yet another military quagmire that’s really none of our business, then. And all because no-one’s smart 

enough to do anything but lash out anymore. 

But soft! Britain won’t be going, it seems! We got burnt on Iraq, not to mention Afghanistan, so selling yet another 

war in yet another sandpit was always going to be tough for Cameron, but then again fuck the people: it’s not up to 

them, it’s up to Parliament. And with two parties in Government at once and the other led by the Revenge of the 

Nerds, that didn’t seem like a problem. 

Wrong. This was the week that Ed Miliband grew balls. Now, we’re not that naive — we’re perfectly aware of the 

likelihood that neither Miliband nor Labour in general give a fuck about Syria either way, but saw this as the perfect 

opportunity to deal with the massive Iraq-shaped ball chained to their collective leg. Labour’s changed. No more wars 

in the Middle East on America’s say-so! The rest of the parliamentary party weren’t too hard to whip into shape, and 

suddenly Cameron had actual opposition. First, Labour forced them to slow down 

People were starting to question Miliband’s leadership, since the polls have decayed from a strong Labour lead into 

another Hung Parliament, and he’s basically a damp flannel of a man who cannot be pictured as Prime Minister 

under any circumstances. This has helped turn that around. It’s still hard to see him leading the country, but at least 

he actually looks like a leader of something now. 

Besides, it’s just funny to see the Tories absolutely fuming at their will being defied. William Hague looked like a 

scalded testicle, and Cameron accused Miliband of “siding with the Russians”, continuing the modern Tory practice 

of mistaking today for the 1980s. Meanwhile, an anonymous Downing  Street source is reported to have called him a 

“fucking cunt”, which is the most hilarious thing to come out of that street since Norman Lamont. 

Miliband’s also pissed off the Americans, however, which may have long-term repercussions should he actually 

manage to become Prime Minister. During his “why we fight” speech, John Kerry (looking more Presidential than 

Bush had managed in 2003, incidentally) carefully referred to the French as “our oldest allies”, in what was largely 

seen as a coded “fuck you Limey cocksuckers”. Has this hurt the Special Relationship? Well, since the Special 

Relationship is basically just “we scratch their back”, who gives a fuck if it does? 

That’s about all we’ve got on this, since the story is still breaking as we “go to press”. We expect that there’ll be plenty 

to say next issue, even if it’s not about Britain. Oh, and over eleven hundred people are dead in the atrocity that led to 

all this politics as spectator sport, just in case you’d forgotten what the story was. 
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Make 

someone 

happy. 

(mostly us) 

What, you thought we launched our own sports network for your sake? Fuck you, you’re just 

the fucking customers. We only owe you just enough to stop you from switching to Sky, and 

you know it. You work for us, ever since we were privatised. And that was twenty years ago, 

so you really ought to be used to it by now. Consume and obey, fuckers, consume and obey. 
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I 
NY 
x 

The city that never sleeps is about to vote for who to put in 
charge of it for the next four years. And notwithstanding 
Michael Bloomberg technically not being in the party anymore 
(although he still represented their part of the ballot paper), 
it’s been Republicans all the way since genuinely psychotic 
bald-headed accidental national hero Rudy Giuliani was first 
elected almost twenty years ago. Clearly this won’t do for a 
supposedly Democratic stronghold. Here’s all the most likely 
candidates and Anthony Weiner too. One of them is the next  
Mayor of New York. Not Anthony Weiner, one of the others. 

Words: Sampford Courtenay 
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With a logo 
predominantly in red, 
just to confuse you, 
weatherbeaten ham 
sculpture Bill de Blasio is 
a well-known figure in 
New York politics, and  
Democratic politics in 

particular. Since 2010, he’s been the city’s Public 
Advocate—effectively an elected ombudsman with 
the added bonus of being first in line to succeed 
the mayor. In this role, he’s spent the last three 
years effectively irritating Bloomberg into a coma, 
mostly over education; although other targets 
include Rachman-style housing legislation and 
privatization-of-democracy horrorfest Citizens 
United. Before becoming PA, he served on the City 
Council, where he was instrumental in making sure 
civil partnerships for your actual homosexual gays 
were granted equal standing with actual marriages 
involving normal woman-fucking men. Policy-wise, 
in short, he’s reasonably progressive—should he 
become Mayor, he’s even promised to raise taxes 
on the wealthy, which is practically un-American 
treason in this day and age. In a tight race for the 
Democratic nomination, he’s recently nudged into 
the lead, aided by enthusiastic endorsements from 
the likes of Alec Baldwin, Russell Simmons, Harry 
Belafonte, half of the Sex and the City girls, and 
Susan Sarandon, who hosted a vaguely One Show 
table-tennis evening as a fundraiser for him. Which 
is nice. His most notable endorsement among 
lunatics is of course secret ruler of the world and 
holder of the strings of every powerful left-winger 
in the world, i.e. no-one, George Soros, which 
obviously means he’s destined to win the 
nomination and the Mayoralty because Soros is 
JUST THAT POWERFUL in the heads of paranoid 
idiots who don’t seem to know they’ve already 
won. In summary, the Democrats and New York in 
general could do much worse. 

We suspect that Christine 
Quinn might have been bred 
in a petri dish overnight by 
Debbie Wasserman Schultz 

and entered into the race just to make Rush 
Limbaugh’s head explode. Not only is she a vagina-
owning female lady-type, she’s also a gay lesbian—
giving rise in Republican minds along the East coast 
to a nightmare vision of the future where New York 
is transformed into San Francisco times two, with 
extra free abortion tablets and condoms, and men 
legally required to donate to their nearest sperm 
banks and then castrate themselves with massive 
red-hot pinking shears. 

Back in the real world, Quinn has been active in NYC 
politics for well over twenty years, eventually rising 
to become Speaker of the City Council and one of 
the most visible homosexual politicians in the 
country. Not that that’s stopped people like ‘‘Queers 
Against Quinn’’ from actively campaigning against 
her, on the basis that she’s not ideologically pure 
enough, despite being gay. We’re not sure quite how 
deliberately underlining both her and your minority 
status serves to make it clear that said status isn’t 
actually important, but anyway, her good friend (and 
the man who gave her her break in politics by 
making her first campaign manager, then Chief of 
Staff), former councilman Thomas Duane, has been 
tirelessly defending her from the perspective of 
someone who knows both a) the woman herself 
and b) how politics works — i.e., someone 
ideologically pure in their progressiveness would 
be eaten alive as quickly as you can say ‘‘Swift 
Boat’’. All things considered, Quinn would be a 
decent choice, not least because a homosexual — 
or even just a woman — as mayor of New York 
would be a massive symbolic step forward for at 
least one minority. She’s been frontrunner since 
before she even entered the race, although de 
Blasio has overtaken her a touch lately, and has the 
endorsement of Whoopi Goldberg, Rob Reiner and 
the late Edward I. Koch. 

DEMOCRATS 
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Speaking of cocks, it’s 
Anthony Weiner! Who has 
one! And emailed it to 
someone once! And 
somehow this matters! The 
worst thing about the whole 
sexting scandal, apart from 

the fact that it won’t fucking go away, and the hateful 
portmanteau word ‘sexting’ itself, is that his name is 
Weiner. We kind of wish he was called John Thomas 
Dick-O’Penis instead, just so the newspaper 
headlines would be marginally more honest about 
being a load of shit, as well as marginally less 
dispiriting. ‘‘Weiner should pull out!’’ Fuck you. 
Anyway, ha ha Anthony Weiner, he owns a penis and 
his name means penis and penis. Until May, 2011, he 
wasn’t terribly interesting or important. Of course, 
election bid aside, he still isn’t, but don’t tell the press. 
He was just this congressman for New York 9 who’d 
been quietly pottering around doing his bit for his 
community since 1999, when suddenly he 
accidentally tweeted his knob to the public. Suddenly 
he was twice as important as the President, not to 
mention a major embarrassment to him, since he’s, 
you know, from the same party. Before long he’s 
kicked out of Congress with his Weiner between his 
legs. Which is where it’s supposed to be anyway. 
Flash forward to now and against all common sense 
he’s running for mayor. Surprise, surprise, even more 
pictures of his knob have surfaced, all from the 
original scandal itself of course, but that’s not 
stopped it becoming another fucking scandal in 
itself. His policies don’t matter, because he is now 
and forever just a big walking dick joke. As if being 
called ‘Weiner’ wasn’t enough to make him one. He 
has the endorsement of nothing and no-one. 

Bill Thompson has the 
worst logo (at least among 
the democrats), but that 
might be because he was 
the nominee last time, so 
he couldn’t be arsed to go 
through the rigmarole 
again. Before he was a 
nominee, he was city 
comptroller (i.e. man in 

charge of the pursestrings). In this capacity, he 
achieved a lot of interesting economic things with 
his audits, none of which we understand. The upshot 
is that after his tenure ended in 2009 with his 
nomination for Mayor, questions were raised about 
how much power the Comptroller wields, so he must 
have done something interesting. In 2009 he beat 
angry ugly bloke Tony Avella to face suddenly-a-
Republican-again — not to mention suddenly-no-
longer-term-limited — Michael Bloomberg. It was 
close, but not that close. Still, he didn’t let it get him 
too far down. After a few years in charge of the 
Battery Park Authority and dabbling in investment 
banking, he announced that he was going to give it 
another go. Which is probably doomed, since he 
already failed once, but he’s polled high — never 
highest, but often second or at least in touch with 
second, so don’t write him off just yet. Also, he’s 
black, which would be A Thing should he get elected, 
although New York has previous in the shape of 
David Dinkins. Thompson’s fans mostly consist of 
fellow politicians, including the former Lieutenant 
Governor Richard Ravitch and both José Serranos. 
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REPUBLICANS 

Joe Lhota, played by Ned 
Beatty as Maximillian 
Schell in The Man in the 
Glass Booth, comes from 
a long line of NYC public 

servants. His dad was in the NYPD, one 
granddad was in the FDNY, and the other drove 
a yellow cab. Despite this, and the faintly 
intimidating exterior of a man behind a desk 
demanding James Woods’ badge and gun, he’s 
an investment banker. At least he was, until he 
met genuinely mentally unstable shaved 
polecat Rudy Giuliani and joined his 
administration, in whatever post happened to 
be free at the time, eventually rising to become 
effectively Rudy’s deputy. During his time there, 
he was instrumental (it says here) in the 1990s 
turnaround of New York from crime-raddled 
decaying chalk sculpture of a past America to 
vibrant City of whatever the fuck it is now. 
Which is a genuine achievement, but it was 
done by firing the progressive head of the NYPD 
for becoming better known than St. Rudy and 
hiring a succession of unqualified fascists to 
turn the police force into a Praetorian guard, so 
Lhota may not want to take credit for that. 

Anyway, the upshot is that Lhota has more 
experience of city government than almost 
anyone, including Will Wright, and is a major 
name in New York Republican circles, which is 
why he’s been the consistent frontrunner for 
the GOP nomination since before the race 
began.  It also helps that Christine Green’s 
momentum is so strong that the GOP are 
already working harder on strategies to combat 
her — largely centring, we expect, on the word 
‘‘dyke’’ — than on winning the actual race. His 
fans, strangely enough, include the Liberal Party 
of New York — and that’s not an Australia-style 
inability to know what the word means, they’re a 
genuinely liberal party. Just goes to show where 
New York is, politically speaking.  

Half-melted mashed 
potato sculpture of 
Buddy Hackett, and 
sporter of the worst logo 
for any major candidate 
in this or indeed any 

other election in living memory, 
unpronounceable Greek-born businessman 
John A. Catsimatidis intends to succeed where 
Meg Whitman and Herman Cain both failed: to 
go straight from business to high elected office 
without needing to have any experience, 
knowledge or basic understanding about 
politics whatsoever. Since 1986, he’s own the 
semi-legendary Gristedes chain of Manhattan 
supermarkets, having placed it under the 
auspices of Red Apple, his own real-estate 
company that started out as a chain of grocery 
stores. Having become the richest Greek in the 
world (although since the second richest Greek 
in the world these days is a man named Andros 
who lives in a sand dune on the Cretan coast 
and owns a conch, that’s less impressive than it 
sounds), he immediately considered moving 
into politics, because that’s what you do in 
America now: make money, run for office. 
Anyway, Catsimatidis considered running for 
Mayor in 2009, but decided not to bother after 
his exploratory committee registered a citywide 
‘meh”. This time around, it seems like people 
might actually vote for him. A Democrat and 
donor to Bill Clinton, now he’s rich he’s gone 
Republican instead, straight-facedly comparing 
taxing the rich to the Holocaust in the process. 
Despite being a sort of Cainite eccentric 
candidate — with policies including tricycles for 
cops, free pet food for cat ladies and banning 
street vendors — he’s been polling high all 
summer; although never first, he’s kept in touch 
with otherwise runaway favourite Lhota since 
June. Shame about that non-logo. His fans 
include several Greeks and George Pataki, the 
former Governor of NY and perennial 
disappointed flounder of the Republican party. 
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Adolfo Carrión Jr will fight 
this election no matter 
what happens, because 
he’s already the nominee 
for the Independence 
Party of New York (one 
of those small, vague, 
right-wing parties that 
rallied around Ross Perot 

twenty years ago). Having locked down this 
massively important milestone, he’s now 
looking into what you call a ‘‘Wilson Pakula’’, 
which isn’t a vocal band featuring the offspring 
of Beach Boys and the director of All the 
President’s Men, but a New York-specific piece 
of legislation that allows  a candidate to run for 
a party for which he’s not actually registered. 
He’ll be lucky, because most Republicans don’t 
care if he lives or dies. Most polling of him up 
against the actual Republicans has him barely 
registering; they’re much more likely to go for 
Joe Lhota (or possibly Agamemnon Busmalis or 
whatever his name is). 

Still, Carrión needn’t worry too much: his name’s 
on the ballot whatever happens, and the 
Independence Party aren’t just a consolation 
prize; well, actually, they are, but they’re also the 
guys who’ve provided much of the political 
supporting structure for Bloomberg the past six 
years since he ‘‘left’’ the Republican party. Partly 
by funnelling off his campaign money into their 
own accounts, but you can’t have everything. 

Anyway, Carrión isn’t going to win or anything, 
but his presence hopefully will irritate the 
Republicans a bit, and for that he deserves this 
little column. And if this election was based on 
websites, he’d win easily. 

George T. McDonald is a 
Socially Concerned 
Republican. You don’t get 
too many of those 
around. He’s concerned 
primarily with the 
homeless. He founded 
the Doe Fund, a 
charitable organisation 

dedicated to finding New York’s homeless 
population jobs, housing, and sammiches and to 
help them break out of the whole drugs/alcohol 
downward spiral that got almost all of them 
where they are already. Laudable as fuck, we’re 
sure you’ll agree. The only problem is that 
McDonald and the Fund approach the issue 
from a Republican perspective—i.e. ‘‘GET A JOB’’ 
— and criticising any other attempt to help 
anyone ever at any time as ‘‘handouts’’. Not that 
they’re heartless monsters, just that they don’t 
see them as worthwhile human beings unless 
they’re performing some menial tasks for 
pennies, because they’re that sort of laser-
beam focused capitalists. Still, that’s a perfectly 
valid approach and you’d have to be a right cunt 
to criticise the genuine good work they do, 
solely on that kind of ideological basis. What’s 
more troubling is the constant reports of money 
somehow finding its way from the Doe Fund’s 
coffers and into George T.’s wallet. 

Still, Republican philanthropists are pretty thin 
on the ground, if only because the whole party 
these days is basically opposed to the concept 
of philanthropy on general principles (cf John 
Galt’s monologue, or rather don’t), so McDonald 
is worth a smattering of applause at the very 
least. At the polls, he seems to be in a slap-fight 
with Demis Roussos (or whatever his name is) 
for second place. Part of the problem is that a 
lot of his campaign funds come from the Doe 
Fund, or can be spun that way at least, which 
isn’t exactly good PR. 
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NEXT ISSUE: A WAR, OR NOT 

YOU HAVE BEEN READING 

ISSUE EIGHTEEN, LATE SUMMER 2013 

REQUIRES YOU 
Don’t just read it– write it. You know the kind of shit we print: any old subject 

matter as long as it’s entertaining, left-wing and halfway coherent. Or a quarter 
coherent would do, really. (We could especially use some parody adverts, 

because we’ve got a grand total of two in this issue). 

And if you don’t want to write it, spread the damn word around. 

At the very least you could chuck a couple of coins into our donation box so 
we can afford to advertise. 

Sorry if this sounds confrontational. 

But seriously. Support this magazine. 

You bastards. 

Email us at 2suns@bobthefish.org.uk with your articles, 
images, political cartoons, pictures of your bum, death 

threats, theories about the Jews and broth. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en
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Privatisation. 
A 100% record. 

Oh well 
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In the next issue of  

2SUNS #18 August 2013. 

The countdown begins, sorry 


